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Abstract: Many Mobile applications are widely spread with push and pull technology. Mobile applications operate through multimedia 
data from the server with the mobile network. Any updations of data done for the application in the server uses push mechanism or 
technology. Central server initiates the transaction, so that the server push can work. New data is fetched on a server with the help of 
simple mechanism, Push frameworks. This notifies mobile applications to contact the server. Push gateway is implemented and 
interconnected with the push framework so that the developers can use those frameworks. This paper explains multiple platform mobile 
applications operating with push technology to integrate diverse existing push messaging gateways and how CPNS send push messages 
to iPhone, Android and Windows Phone devices. Gateways involved as APNS, C2DM, MPNS, CPNS and 3rd party gateway. 
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1. Introduction 
 
When smart phones were introduced to the world, many 
mobile applications were been developed [6] and been used 
in various areas like education[11]and Business[2].But they 
need more extended push functions than SMS and MMS. 
They cannot send messages to a specific mobile application. 
The main aim for mobile push was to deliver the content to 
users in efficient and flexible manner [7].Mobile applications 
required data from the mobile network. Polling and Pushing 
are the two ways of approaches to update data in the 
applications. The drawback of polling mechanism, it itself 
polls a server to check new data periodically [11]. Even 
though there is no new data available on the server, this 
approach should have a check of server, which cause using 
unnecessary mobile network bandwidth and consuming the 
battery of the mobile devices. Also, if there is any extend in 
polling period, will reduce these drawbacks, a mobile phone 
user should wait for the next polling period to get new data. 
Another mechanism is pushing, which the server transfers 
data to the mobile applications if new data is available on the 
server [6]. In this approach, the mobile applications do not 
consume unnecessary network bandwidth and a mobile 
phone user can get new data without waiting for the next 
polling period. Therefore, if the data does not updated 
periodically, pushing is the preferred solution. To push new 
data to the mobile applications, a push messaging framework 
was introduced including Apple introduced Apple Push 
Notification Service (APNS) [1],  
 
Google introduced Cloud to Device Messaging (C2DM) [5], 
Microsoft introduced MPNS [12]and WNS. It is a service 
which helps mobile application developers send new data 
from a server to their mobile applications on iOS [8], 
Android [11] and Windows devices. This service provides a 
simple mechanism that a server can notify mobile 
applications to contact the server to fetch new data on a 
server.  
 
This paper proposes a new framework to show how those 
gateways APNS, MPNS, C2DM are integrated along with 
CPNS and 3rd party gateway, the server side developers do 
not have to implement many kinds of gateway functions. 

Once they have implemented an interface with the new 
framework, they can send push notification to diverse mobile 
applications by using APNS, C2DM, MPNS, CPNS or 3rd 
party push notification framework.  
 
2. Related Works  
 
SMS and MMS were used to push multimedia information to 
mobile devices [6]. Subscribers are offered with services 
such that they can exchange messages, images, videos, and 
photos with the help of mobile network operators. The 
service providers use ’push’, so that the updated information 
can be pushed in the form of push notifications. With these 
push notifications; the device does not have to wake up 
periodically to check whether new data is available. 
Developers who target iPhone, Android and Windows Phone 
need a separate data provider for each type of device since 
they use different protocols for push notifications. 
Developers have to use the Apple Push Notification Service 
(APNS) for ios devices, Microsoft Push Notification Service 
(MPNS) for Windows Phone Devices and Cloud to Device 
Messaging Framework (C2DM) for Android devices. Mobile 
app developers need to manage different types of devices 
and they need to interface with each notification service in 
order to push messages. 
 
3. APNS 
 
APNS is a push notification service framework made by 
Apple for iPhone mobile applications [10].Because iOS has 
not supported any of the background processes; mobile 
applications could not get messages by the mechanism of 
polling. So the apps that want to receive messages from the 
remote servers can use APNS framework. It is implemented 
in iOS 3.0 or above. Figure 1 shows the flow of the APNS 
messages. Service provider generates a notification request 
and sends it to the APNS gateway. The APNS gateway 
receives the request and forwards it to the APNS server. 
While the APNS server has active sessions with APNS 
clients, it can send the request to the ios devices. Then iOS 
can wake up the specified application and the application can 
be active and process the request. Since there are air 
interface between the APNS server and the APNS client, the 
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message can be dropped easily if the air condition is not 
good enough or if the device is turned off. 
 

 
Figure 1: 
 
Apple Push Notification service (APNs) is the centerpiece of 
the push notifications feature. It provides a highly efficient 
service for propagating information to ios devices. Each 
device establishes a qualified and encrypted IP connection 
with the service and receives notifications over this constant 
connection. If a notification for an application arrives and 
when that application is not in running state, the device alerts 
the user that the application contains the information waiting 
for it. Software developers originate the notifications in their 
server software. The provider connects APNS through a 
persistent and secure channel while monitoring incoming 
data intended for their client applications. When fresh data 
for an application arrives, the provider prepares and sends a 
notice through the channel to APNs, which pushes the 
notification to the specified device. 
 
In addition to being a simple but efficient and high-capacity 
transport service, APNs includes a default qos component 
that provides store-and-forward capabilities.  
 
4. Push Notification and Its Path 
 
Apple Push Notification service transports and routes a 
notification from a given provider to a given device. A 
notification is a message in short consisting of two major 
pieces of data: the device token and the payload. The device 
token is comparable to a phone number; it contains 
information that enables APNs to locate the device on which 
the client application is installed. APN also uses it to validate 
the routing of a notification. The payload is a property list 
that specifies how the user of an application on a device is to 
be alerted. 
 
5. C2DM  
 
C2DM is a push notification service framework made by 
Google for Android mobile applications. It is developed in 
Android 2.2 (Froyo) or above. It can post messages to the 
mobile application which is registered at the Google Play [9]. 
For using the service, the users should login to their Android 
phones with their Google accounts. The Flow of the C2DM 
message is very similar with the flow of the APNS message. 
Service provider generates a notification request and sends it 
to the C2DM gateway. The C2DM gateway receives the 
request and forwards it to the C2DM server. Now the C2DM 
server has active sessions with the C2DM clients and it can 
send its request to the Android devices. Then Android can 
wake up the specified application and the application can be 
active and process the request. There are some more relevant 
push technologies for the Android platform, similar to 

C2DM.They are XMPP, Xtify and Urban Airship[10].Cloud 
to Device Messaging (C2DM) was made available from 
Android 2.2, where the aim was to make it easier for mobile 
applications to sync data with servers [3]. C2DM is a free 
service, and the maxi-mum number of messages that can be 
sent is approximately 200,000 per day [4]; 
 
The detail operation mechanism of the C2DM is in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Flow of C2DM 

 
6. MPNS 
 
MPNS is a service for windows phone. Which provides a 
resilient, dedicated, and persistent channel to send data to a 
windows phone application [14]&[13]. 
 
7. Flow of Service 
 
1) An app requests a push notification URI from the MPNS. 
2) The app sends the notification URI to a 3rd Party server. 
3) The 3rd party server uses the notification URI to send a 

push notification to MPNS. 
4) MPNS routes the push notification to the app. 
 
The MNPS in Windows Phone is an asynchronous; here the 
best-effort service offers third-party developers a channel to 
send data to a Windows Phone app from a cloud service in a 
power-efficient manner. Single connection between the 
device and notification service. Dedicated persistent channel 
to send data to a device from a service. 
 
It has three types of push notifications that can be sent to a 
windows phone app: 
1) Toast Notification: Displays a toast notification, if the 

app is not running. Tapping on that notification launches 
the app. 

2) Tile Notification: Visually updates the applications tile. 
3) Raw Notification: Delivers raw data to the app and is 

Available only when the app in already running. 
 

 
Figure 3: Data Flow of MPNS 
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8. Common push notification Services(CPNS) 
 
The Microsoft Interoperability Strategy Group is a Microsoft 
team focused on interoperability. It has developed CPNS 
Service sample and published it as an open source project 
that makes it simple to send push messages to iPhone, 
Android and Windows Phone devices with the appropriate 
protocol. The CPNS has the following design goals for 
developers 
 

1. Freedom from the burden of managing different types of 
devices 

2. Freedom for the developers from implementing and 
operating separate data providers each using different 
push notification mechanisms. 
 

Ease of extending the notification service to support 
additional device types in future. Common Push Notification 
Service sample is implemented as an Azure service. It 
consists of a web task that exposes REST end points for 
device, payment and notification management and a worker 
role. 
 

 
Figure 4: Design of a Sample Common Push Notification 

Service 
 
A CPNS sample has three primary objects, namely, 
subscriptions or payment, devices and notifications.   
 
a) Subscriptions: Subscriptions encapsulate a logical group 

of notifications on a particular topic. Person responsible 
for the mobile application can also create the subscription 
in a CPNS. 

b) Devices: Users sign up, for the subscriptions using the 
mobile application, explicitly or implicitly. Users receive 
notifications through applications on their mobile device. 

c) Notifications: Application managers use CPNS to send 
notifications for subscription. CPNS provides notification 
messages to devices that are signed up for those 
subscriptions via the device specific notification service. 

 
8.1 Service End Points 
 
Common Push Notification Service has two ending points: 
 Endpoint used by devices to sign up for notification 

subscriptions. 

 Endpoint used by the data provider web service to 
manage subscriptions and send notifications to devices 
that are signed up for subscriptions. 

8.2 Common Notification Service Engine: 
 
The engine manages the list of subscriptions and the devices 
that have signed up for the subscriptions. It keeps the device 
information in order that is needed to send notification 
messages via each proprietary notification service. It also 
manages the devices so that the messages to can be sent to 
them. 
 
a) Message Pump: 

Message pumps forward notification messages to Android, 
iPhone, and Windows Phone devices via C2DM, APNS or 
MPNS respectively. These notification services forward 
the messages to the devices. This section guides us through 
the steps to run the sample service and explains the basics 
of the service. These sample includes three different steps: 

b) Azure Push Messages: 
It is a Common Push Notification Service sample. 

c) Message Receiver: 
A Windows Phone 7 sample application where the user is 
allowed to sign up for subscriptions and to receive 
notification messages. 

d) Push Message Data Provider: 
This is a Windows application that is a sample of a 
notification data provider. A real data provider is likely to 
be a web service. Where the application is been allowed sp 
that the application manager to create subscriptions and 
send notifications to subscribing devices. 

 
9. Proposed Framework  
 
Since there are many kinds of push notification frameworks 
including APNS, C2DM, MPNS, CPNS and 3rd party push 
notification frameworks, all the service provider should have 
implemented each notification gateway respectively to send 
multimedia messages to their mobile applications as shown 
in Figure 5.Most of the mobile devices can lose its 
connection with a mobile network when they enter the area 
which are shadowed, the notification messages can also be 
dropped or stopped. Even though some notification 
frameworks provide retransmission function, the messages 
were dropped, because of their retransmission policies might 
not meet up service provider’s requirements.  
 
In this paper, an integrated multimedia push framework is 
introduced. Where the proposed framework supports APNS, 
C2DM, MPNS, CPNS and 3rd party push notification 
framework as well as always-on-based mobile app. A 
function named store and forward which stores the 
notification messages when connection is almost lost and 
messages are send once the connection is provided. If a 
service provider uses this framework, it does not have to 
implement all the push notification gateways, since the 
framework offers interfaces for sending the messages.  
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10.  Conclusion 
 
In this paper CPNS Gateways sends messages to APNS, 
C2DM, MPNS and CPNS itself acts as an gateway for itself. 
Finally a framework is implemented to show all the 
gateways with the 3rd party gateway. This proposed 
framework gives a suitable performance compared with the 
existing gateways. 
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